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Icarus Project. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 40
pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 6.9in. x 0.2in.This 40-page guide
gathers the best information weve come across and the most
valuable lessons weve learned about reducing and coming off
psychiatric medication. Includes information on mood
stabilizers, anti-psychotics, anti-depressants, anti-anxiety drugs,
risks, benefits, wellness tools, withdrawal, support for people
staying on their medications, a detailed Resource section, and
much more. The guide is published by The Icarus Project and
Freedom Center, two mental health peer support communities
that bring together people diagnosed with bipolar,
schizophrenia, depression, borderline, anxiety and other
psychiatric labels seeking options beyond mainstream
dominance by doctors and pharmaceutical companies. It
emphasizes years of direct personal experience with
medications and the experiences of madness they are prescribed
to treat, as well as extensive, state-of-the-art research that goes
far beyond the usual pharmaceutical and mainstream medical
perspectives. The guide was written by Freedom Center co-
founder and Icarus Project staff Will Hall, with a 14-member
health professional Advisory Board comprised of medical
doctors, nurses, psychologists and acupuncturists providing
research guidance. More than 20 other collaborators from the
survivor movement in several countries were involved in
developing and editing, and key research sources include the...
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This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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